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Abstract  

In this work we report on the fabrication of inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etched, 

diode-type, bulk molybdenum field emitter arrays. Emitter etching conditions as a 

function of etching mask geometry and process conditions were systematically 

investigated. For optimized uniformity, aspect ratios of > 10 were achieved, with 25.5 

nm-radius tips realised for masks consisting of aperture arrays some 4.45 µm in diameter 

and whose field electron emission performance has been herein assessed.  
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Introduction 

Molding[1-3], through-aperture evaporation[4-9], dry etching[10-15], hot-embossing[16], 

stamping[17], and wet etching[18, 19] have all been proposed as means of fabricating 

Spindt-type field emission arrays (FEA). In the case of molding techniques[1-3], tips are 

formed by the deposition of the emitter material on mask protrusions. Pyramid emitters 

have been produced using Si mold masks, though significant field distortion and parasitic 

edge emission have been noted in such devices. Surface roughness, apex sharpness, areal 

uniformity, and sample-to-sample reproducibility are often less dependent on the process 

conditions in hard mask etching approaches. The curvature of the emitter apex can be 

further tailored for optimal electron emission and temporal stability through the inclusion 

of designed micro and nano adlayers[20]. Various evaporation methods[4-9] have been 

developed, largely based on the use of metal sacrificial adlayers deposited at oblique 

angles on rotating substrates. The final thin film emitters are subsequently evaporated at 

normal incidence, with a conical metal tip forming at the aperture base. Here the emitter 

and gate electrode are self-aligned following the removal of the sacrificial layer through 

wet etching. In dry etching[11-15], the aperture is masked at the center and exposed at 

the periphery to mediate isotopic removal of the emitter material. As a result, a conical-

like emitter is formed at the base of the aperture. In such systems, due to notable ion 

bombardment, such surfaces often have particularly high surface roughness. Various 

photoresist-based[16, 17] approaches have also been proposed, and have proven capable 

of realising tip radii of < 50 nm[17]. Since resist can be spin-coated or printed, these 

emitters often have a high degree of fidelity to the source mask, with negligible damage 

to the molding mask. Wet etched17,18 wedge-shaped emitters, with radius of curvature in 
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the range of 30 - 40 nm, have been demonstrated[18]. Since such wedge emitter arrays 

were fabricated by under-cutting using anisotropic wet etching, less surface damage 

results thereby reducing the surface roughness dramatically. However, the necessary 

space for the mask pattern limits the attainable FEA packing density, and hence the 

maximum current density. To date, simultaneously high current, high current density, 

long-term operation, and continuous emission have yet to be reported using such 

conventional processes. New fabrication processes are required. Major challenges remain. 

These include issues with low fabrication yield, non-uniform emission, tip burn-out and 

apex erosion. A high yield process for the fabrication of large-area FEA is critically 

required, particularly from low cost, bulk metal substrates. 

 

Molybdenum and silicon, and layered combinations thereof, are commonly used for 

realizing Spindt-type FEAs. Various reactive gas mixtures have been proposed to realize 

high selectivity and subsequently high aspect ratio morphologies. The use of CCl4/O2 for 

the preferential etching of Mo over Si and SiO2 in a cathode coupled parallel plate reactor 

has been reported[21]. Here the lateral etch rate was approximately six times less than 

that in the vertical direction. Others have exploited the plasma etching chemistry of Mo 

using CCl2F2/O2, SF6/Cl2 and SF6/Cl2/O2 [22]. Molybdenum oxychlorides are formed 

when Mo is exposed to mixtures of CCl4/Cl2 and O2. Oxychlorides have a higher 

saturated vapour pressure than molybdenum chlorides and thus become volatile at 

elevated temperatures. Various reports have also shown that the Mo etch rate is 

dominated by low energetic, yet highly chemically active species[21, 22]. More recently, 

deep reactive ion etching of Mo using SF6 was reported for high aspect ratio structures, 
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with mesa larger than 10 µm produced[23, 24]. In the case of Mo, it was shown that 

reduced undercutting and high selectivity over SiO2 were achieved when SF6 was mixed 

with BCl3 and Ar. Upon mixing of SF6 with O2, a less volatile MoOF4 product was 

generated. In the present paper, inductively coupled plasma etching of bulk molybdenum 

is reported for the fabrication of field electron emission arrays. Systematic studies on the 

morphology effects of gas flow rate, mask geometry, process pressure, ion energy and 

plasma density are studied, resulting in promising preliminary field emission data from 

near-optimal array geometries.  

 

Experimental 

The fabrication process is reported in detailed elsewhere[10, 11]. For brevity, and as 

shown in Fig. 1(a), a double-side-polished, 400 μm thick, 4-inch high purity (99.95%) 

Mo wafer was first coated with an evaporated 500 nm thick Al film to form an etch hard 

mask. Tip arrays were subsequently patterned by photolithography (Fig. 1b-c), with the 

Al patterned by dry etching in CH3F plasma (Fig. 1d). The Mo-FEA tips were etched 

using an anisotropic SF6 dry etch in a commercial ICP etcher (Sentech PTSA 500) (Fig. 

1e). Only SF6 was used as an etching agent herein. All additional carrier gases where 

found to be largely inert with regards to the present etch system under study. All etching 

experiments were conducted on 5 x 5 mm samples. Finally, ultrasonication (15 W) for 60 

s removed the residual Al following the ICP etch (Fig. 1(f)). 

 

As shown in Fig. 1(g), d denotes the distance from the tip to anode, r is the tip radius, and 

p is the inter-tip pitch (5 - 20 μm). Tip geometries were assessed by scanning electron 
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microscopy, with a subset validated using atomic force microscopy for ensured accuracy. 

For all samples, aspect ratios were determined by measuring the tip height and base width, 

extracted via SEM, at a fixed beam voltage (10 kV) and stage tilt (45o). Al was used as 

the etch mask for its high selectivity over Mo[25]. Since the Al mask geometry largely 

affects the morphology of the realised emitters, various mask geometries of increasing 

vertex number - including triangle, square, hexagon, octagon, and circle - were 

investigated to control the geometry of the resultant tips. For all patterns the effective 

radius of the mask geometries was 2.5 - 10 μm. To evaluate the optimal process 

conditions, the dependence of the aspect ratio (AR) and etch rate (RE) on mask geometry 

and process conditions (temperature, gas pressure, RF power, ICP power and SF6 flow 

rate) were investigated.  

 

Results and discussion 

Both the vertical and lateral etch rates depend critically on the Al mask geometry. To 

optimize the mask geometry, the tip aspect ratio at different locations of the etched 

pattern was measured via scanning electron microscopy. The micrographs of each Mo-

FEA for each mask geometry were fabricated using equivalent etch conditions, as shown 

in Fig. 1(h-l). The geometry of the etching mask clearly affects the resulting emitter 

morphology. The emitter profiles adopt a similar geometry to their defining masks; for 

example, emitters with a triangular mask become pyramidal in geometry. Figure 2(a) 

summarizes the AR as a function of mask geometry. Circular masks achieve the highest 

aspect ratio, of up to 10, though a large variation is evident, compared to a typical aspect 
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ratio of 1.8 - 4 for other geometries considered. For the triangle mask, the tips have an 

aspect ratio around 6 and a height of 4 - 8 μm.  

 

For bulk Mo ICP etching, SF6 is the principle feedstock of fluorine radicals, reacting with 

the Mo substrate forming volatile MoF6. Compounds such as MoF4, MoF5, and MoF6 are 

formed by successive fluorination of Mo[22], as described by; 

MoFn + F             MoFn+1, n=0,1,2,3,4,5. 

Figure 2(b, c, d) shows the measured AR and RE of the as-synthesised Mo tips as a 

function of SF6 flow rate, temperature, and chamber pressure. The effects of temperature 

on the etching characteristics are outlined in Fig, 2(c). The etching rate at 45°C was 0.56 

μm/min, twice that at 20°C (0.24 μm/min). Nevertheless, the etch rate does not 

significantly increase for temperatures in excess of 50°C. Molybdenum etching relies on 

a variety of inter-related radical induced chemical processes. As shown in Fig. 2(b), we 

find that the vertical RE increases near-linearly with increasing SF6 flow rate. As a result, 

higher AR emitters were realized using higher flow rates, as illustrated. Increasing the 

mass flow rate of SF6 tends to increase, to a degree, RE by increasing the exposure to the 

etching species, whilst also increasing the rate of product removal, the latter of which 

would otherwise reduce RE via etch passivation. The rate of radical formation, and the 

lifetime of the associated molecular dissociations, is a major contributor to the observed 

enhanced chemical reactivity, particularly at low, near-room temperatures. Though 

requiring further detailed studies, it is probable that radical formation tails off for 

temperatures > 50°C. Various MoFn (n = 4, 5, 6) compounds are formed during 

successive fluorination of molybdenum. The highly volatile latter most compound of 
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these, MoF6, possibly plays a central role in regulating, mediating or passivating in the 

present etch system. MoF6 undergoes a phase transition at 37°C. At elevated process 

temperatures, the MoF6 residency time may, as a result, change, therein reducing the etch 

rate as evidenced. 

 

As noted in Figure 2(d), a maximum in the etch rate occurs at around 30 mTorr. For the 

given chamber characteristic dimensions and associated flow regimes, Langmuir probe 

measurements, conducted in comparable chambers, provided insight into the plasma 

characteristics. Low chamber pressures led to an increase in the ion mean-free-path, 

producing highly anisotropic etches, though at low etch rates. Increasing the plasma 

density, by increasing the chamber pressure, tended to broadly increase the etch rate. 

However, at elevated pressures (>30 mTorr) high surface absorption and etch passivating 

species tended to contribute towards a reduction in etch rate by ineffectual removal of 

these species. Moreover, as the chamber pressure increased, etch mediating energetic ions 

underwent additional collisions, losing kinetic energy and directionality. This reduced the 

etch rate whilst increasing etch isotropy, hence reducing AR. As the pressure increased 

from 10 to 40 mTorr, the self-induced DC bias across the plasma sheath decreased from 

61 to 10 V, corroborating such a reduction in ion energy and the observed change in etch 

rate alongside the continual reduction in AR.  

 

The RF and ICP power were used to accurately control the plasma ion energy and ion 

density. Ion energy was adjusted by varying the RF power applied to the stage, and is 

related to |Vdc| across the plasma sheath. The RF power was increased from 10 W to 40 
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W while the |Vdc| increased from 19 V to 36 V. Scanning electron micrographs of 

hexagonal, triangular, and circular geometries are shown in Fig.3 (a-c). As shown in Fig. 

3(d), RE increases with increasing RF power as the generated energetic ions partially 

assist in Mo removal. However, energetic ions generated at high RF power likely induce 

surface damage and therein degrade device performance. The etch rate subsequently 

slowed, and ultimately plateaued as the RF power further increased. Meanwhile, the 

increase in AR was significant when the RF power increased from 0 to 20 W, though this 

too plateaued thereafter. 

 

The effects of ICP power where also considered as a means of controlling the ion density 

and therein adjust the etch rate. The ion density is principally controlled by the ICP 

power, whereas the RF power controls the ion energy. A 40 W RF and circular mask 

(2.25 μm) was chosen to study the effects of the ICP power. Figures 4(a), (b) and (c) 

show SEM micrographs of the Mo tip etch profiles, etched at 700 W, 800 W and 900 W 

ICP power, respectively. Each micrograph shows the etch profile prior to removal of the 

Al hard mask. The insets show SEMs of single tips in the arrays. The tip AR tended to 

increase with ICP power. With increasing ICP power, plasma density and, therein, the 

proportion of reactive radicals increased resulting in an increase in the etch rate. Mo–

FEAs, with a pitch of 7.5 μm, were realized with high spatial uniformity and aspect ratios 

consistently greater than 10, with a typical mean tip radius of 25.5 nm. In Fig. 4(d), a 

maximum occurred the AR and RE at 900 W ICP power. When the ICP power increased 

to more than 1000 W, both RE and AR decreased, possibly due either to reduced ion 

energies, therein reducing the sputter desorption of etch products, or higher plasma flux 
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that sputtered reactive species from the surface prior to reaction[26]. The morphologies 

of the fabricated arrays compared favorably with other well-established tip forming 

techniques[27, 28]. The present mask selectivity was >20. Though a higher surface 

roughness was evident compared to many Si-supported thin film approaches, we 

anticipate that with further optimisation of the etch process and improved cleaning, 

preparation and hard mask adhesion, such roughness can be reduced to a comparable 

level with incumbent thin film techniques. Etch uniformity, as assessed by comparing the 

standard deviation in emitter morphology and the degree of surface roughness, was found 

largely similar to other published works. 

 

Using the optimized Mo-FEA devices, to validate aspect-ratio mediated enhancement, 

preliminary field electron emission performance was measured in a simple diode 

configuration at a base pressure of 10-8 mbar. The anode-cathode distance was 600 μm. 

An emission area of 100 mm2 was used throughout. To ensure thorough out-gassing, 

samples were pre-heated to 300°C for 5h under vacuum. Two nominal samples were 

chosen to investigate the field emission performance. Circular mask geometries, of 

differing etch conditions and therein disparate ARs, were considered. The typical tip 

aspect ratio was 1.12 with a radius of around 75 nm for the low AR sample. Fig. 5(a) 

shows the corresponding I-V spectrum. A maximum current of 32 μA was measured at 

4.4 V/μm. In Fig. 5(b), the corresponding Fowler-Nordheim (FN) plot from 1000 × 1000 

emitters is shown. For the second, high AR sample, the emitter aspect ratio was 2.02, and 

the tip apex sharpness around 55 nm. The field emission current reached a maximum of 

140 μA at 5.5 V/μm (Fig. 5(c)). The measured emission current conforms well to 
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established FN behavior (R2 = 0.96). The corresponding FN plot from an array of 1000 × 

1000 emitters is shown in Fig. 5(d). As expected, the higher aspect ratio and smaller tip 

radius tended to improve the emission characteristics. From Figures 5(a) and (c) we note 

a decrease in threshold field following morphology optimization; the threshold field of a 

typical high AR array was approximately 4.4 V/µm, some 80% smaller than the threshold 

field from the low AR array. 

 

Conclusions 

Here a bulk molybdenum ICP etching process has been developed to fabricate high 

aspect ratio field electron emission arrays. SF6 flow rate, RF power, ICP power, 

temperature and pressure have been investigated to determine their first-order effects on 

etching rate and profile isotropy. By controlling the etch mask geometry and the etch 

conditions in the plasma, Mo emitters have been fabricated with nanoengineered 

sharpness and aspect ratios necessary for high electron emission currents. With a 

preliminary optimized bulk molybdenum ICP etching process, a high etching rate of up to 

0.51 μm/min has been achieved with an aspect ratio of > 10. Samples demonstrated that 

high aspect ratio and smaller tip radius offered improved emission currents relative to 

their low aspect ratio counterparts. It is hoped that the facile fabrication processes 

outlined herein will allow for the realization of low cost, bulk metal FEAs for use in 

continuous beam field emission applications. 
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List of Captions 
 

Fig. 1: (a-f) Cross-sectional scheme depicting the fabrication of the bulk Mo-FEAs (g) 

Schematic depicting the critical emitter dimensions (h-l) Scanning electron micrographs 

of etched emitters (Process conditions: RF 10 W, ICP 700 W, SF6 30 sccm, 30°C, 10 

mTorr, etch time 900s).  

 

Fig. 2: (a) Variation in aspect ratio as a function of mask geometry. (b) Etch rate and 

aspect ratio variation with SF6 flow rate. Triangular masked samples (1.25 μm) were 

etched with 20 W RF power, 750 W ICP power, at 30°C (c) Variation in etch rate with 

temperature. (d) Variation in etch rate and aspect ratio as a function of Chamber Pressure. 

Samples with circular masks (2.75 μm) were etched in a SF6 plasma at 45 mTorr with 50 

W RF power, 30°C. 

 

Fig. 3: (a-c) Scanning electron micrographs of typical etched emitters with various mask 

geometries; (a) hexagonal, (b) triangular, and (c) circular. (Process parameters: RF 30 W, 

ICP 700W, SF6 50 sccm, 30°C, 20 mTorr, etch time 720s) (g) Variation in etch rate and 

aspect ratio with RF power. Samples with square mask (2.5 μm) were etched in a SF6 

plasma at 20 mTorr with 750 W ICP power, 30°C. 

  

Fig. 4: Scanning electron micrographs of the etched emitters as a function of ICP power 

for; (a) 700 W, (b) 800 W, and (c) 900 W. (RF 45 W, SF6 60 sccm, 30°C, 30 mTorr, 770s) 

(d) Variation in emitter aspect ratio and etch rate as a function of ICP power 
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Fig. 5: (a) Typical I-V curves of sample 1(b) Corresponding FN plot. Process parameters: 

ICP 500 W，RF 20 W, 30°C，SF6 30 sccm, 20 mTorr, 820s, circular mask (2.5 μm) (c) 

I-V curves of second Mo-FEAs, (d) Corresponding FN plot. Process parameters: ICP 800 

W，RF 40 W, 40°C，SF6 40 sccm, 10 mTorr, 940s, circular mask (2.0 μm) 
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